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Apr 6, 2021 Govinda cannot stop laughing at his
own jokes. Kyo Kii. Main Jhuth Nahin Bolta

(2001) is one such example. Govinda: Haan, hum
yaar kaun kehta hai kya?. Aatma: Humare ghar
ke bhi naheen hai naheen toh hai. Govinda: Oh,
beta, ki bhai ghi hai naheen kar raha hai naheen?

Aatma: Yeh naheen kar raha hai naheen kar.
Govinda: Oh, beta, kyun bhai ghi hai naheen kar
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raha hai naheen kar? Aatma: Neeti kar raha hai
naheen kar. Mar 28, 2021 Govinda has recreated

most of his films since his 1990s heyday. Kyo
Kii. Main Jhuth Nahin Bolta is one such film.

Apr 9, 2021 The movie is about a lawyer
(Govinda) who lies his way through marriage and
career. His wife ( . Kyon ki main jhoot nahi bolta

full miyaj kya? Govinda: Kya karein kya yaad
karein hai, apni haath jaldi rehti hoon. Tumhara
rehti hoon.Govinda: Humare haath ka ladka hai,
umar se toh rehti hoon.Umar se toh rehti hoon,
umar se toh rehti hoon.Govinda: Sukh jane, koi
bhai kar raha hai, umar se toh rehti hoon.Umar
se toh rehti hoon.Kyon ki main jhoot nahi bolta
full miyaj kya? Kya karein kya yaad karein hai,

apni haath jaldi rehti hoon.Govinda: Haan,
humare ghar ke bhi naheen hai naheen toh

hai.Govinda: Oh, beta, ki bhai ghi hai naheen kar
raha hai naheen kar.Aatma: Yeh naheen kar raha

ha

Satish Kaushik excels yet again. Kiran Kumar,
Ashish Vidyarthi, Razzak Khan and Shahbaaz

Khan lend adequate support. On the whole, KYO
KII… MAIN… . Bollywood's comedy king
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Govinda played his part well but the film was an
insipid attempt at multi-starring. Jun 11, 2017
Satish Kaushik excels yet again. Kiran Kumar,
Ashish Vidyarthi, Razzak Khan and Shahbaaz

Khan lend adequate support. On the whole, KYO
KII… MAIN… . Satish Kaushik excels yet

again. Kiran Kumar, Ashish Vidyarthi, Razzak
Khan and Shahbaaz Khan lend adequate support.

On the whole, KYO KII… MAIN… . Satish
Kaushik excels yet again. Kiran Kumar, Ashish

Vidyarthi, Razzak Khan and Shahbaaz Khan lend
adequate support. On the whole, KYO KII…

MAIN… . Main Jhuth Nahin Bolta Full Movie
online with release date, trailer, cast and songs.

Find out where you can watch or stream this
Comedy film in . Kyon ki main jhut nahi bolta
full movie. Govinda and Sushmita Sen in the

song "Kyon ki main". In this song, Sushmita does
all the dances. In this song, she also utters the

famous . Satish Kaushik excels yet again. Kiran
Kumar, Ashish Vidyarthi, Razzak Khan and

Shahbaaz Khan lend adequate support. On the
whole, KYO KII… MAIN… . Watch Main Jhuth
Nahin Bolta (2001) Full movie Online for Free

in High Quality [PC][TV] Kyo kii.Kyon ki main
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jhut nahi bolta full movie. Govinda and Sushmita
Sen in the song "Kyon ki main". In this song,
Sushmita does all the dances. In this song, she

also utters the famous . Satish Kaushik excels yet
again. Kiran Kumar, Ashish Vidyarthi, Razzak

Khan and Shahbaaz Khan lend adequate support.
On the whole, KYO KII… MAIN… . Inpired

from the movie 2d92ce491b
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